Spa Newbies...
Treatments for the coolest kids on the block.
FIZZY BOMB MANICURE
A tingly hand soak followed by mega moisturizing massage and nail shaping to get those nails ready for
a fun OPI polish. 25 minutes. $25.
FIZZY BOMB PEDICURE
A tingly foot soak followed by a mega moisturizing massage and nail shaping to those tootsies ready for
fun OPI polish. 25 minutes. $35.
SCRUB- A -DUB FACIAL
A gentle and relaxing facial using products that smell really, really good. This treatment includes a
cleanse, exfoliation, masque and moisturizer appropriate for the most fragile of skin. 25 minutes. $60.
TOO CUTE MAKE UP
A mini makeup application for cheeks, eyes and of course a good tasting lip gloss. 25 minutes. $25.
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
A bonding session with ice cream!!! YAY! A Fizzy Bomb Manicure and Pedicure for Mom (or Dad) and
their cool kid…plus a scoop of delish Topnotch Ice cream. 50 minutes $50 per person.
THE SHIRLEY TEMPLE
A mini spa manicure a June Jacobs bubbly spa pedicure a mini facial ... and of course a Shirley Temple A
fun, yet grown up, experience. Moms are also invited to accompany the guest! 80 Minutes. $125.
LIL’ DUDES
A mini guy’s manicure, facial and pedicure and a special spa refreshment concoction. Ideal for recovery
after a hard day at the skate park, on the soccer field, mountain or tennis court, or even just for a bit of
chillaxing. Moms are also invited to accompany the guest. 80 Minutes. $125.
Spa Newbies are treatments designed for children under the age of 12. Children will have access to the
indoor and outdoor family pools and pool changing rooms. A 20% service charge will be added.
Topnotch Salon also offers children’s wash cuts $30 and boy’s cuts $25. A 20% service charge will be
added.

